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of you may be saying, lilt's
about
has been 30 years in the making and
anything.
sorry for the delay and
30th anniversary
issue of the Texas

•

tine," but this
I couldn' t jUs~
I hope you fi~
caver worth the

issue
print
this
wait.
This
issue
begins a regular
feature
simply
titled
"Thirty
Years Ag~." I found our qenes is issue to 'be both
amusing and errazinq.
It
is accanpanied by sane Caver
stats
compiled
by carl
Kunath in Ye Olde History and
upda ted by Cindy Agee. While we are reprinting
the first
edition
this
tine, most will be condensed or excerpted
in

future issues.
So long as we are in out tine
rrechine , one of the
original
Texas caver staff,
Joe C. Pearce, takes us back
John Spence
Jay Jorden
to the early days of caving in the next article.
Co-Editors
1518 Devon Circle D.T. Station
This
issue's
cever profile
focuses on a caver who has
Dallas, TX 75217 SO. 8026
been around
for 30 plus years also.
we hope you enjoy
Austin, TX 78713
this
and
the regular coverage of Texas cavers am caving
512-251-5788
214-398-9272
found in the remaining pages.
Future
issues
in the works will
include coverage of
Rob Kolstad
Managing Editor
Dallas Staff
caver
conventions,
and next December's will
focus
on
Clif Posey
Word Processing
Honeycreek
(since
the gag order on that cave has finally
been lifted).
Next spring
will bring the long awaited
Bill Elliot
Word Processing
Membership Manual 't2 need so badly.
If your narre didn't
Austin Staff
Rooney Leist
get
added to the '86 rrembership list at 01' Timers, send
Patsy Leist
your $10 in now to the address listed on our back cover
(non-Texas residents aod libraries
pay $6).
512-686-0234
CAVE RESCUE call
Collect
Here s one more reminde r to send in articles
or reports,
cartoons
or maps before
your news gets old.
we rely on
The Texas Caver is a bi-monthly publication
of the Texas
input
to
putout!
Speleological Association
(TSA), an internal organization
1

of the National Speleological
published
in February,
April,
December.

Society
(NSS).
It IS
June, August, OCtober, and

cavers
to sulmlt
invi tes all
The Texas Caver; openly
cave maps, photographs
cartoons,
articles,
news events,
caving
white or color print),
(any
size
black
&
material
for
cave related
techniques,
and
any other
please
rrent; for a specific editor,
publication.
Unless
use the U. T. box above.
SUBSCRIPTIONto The Texas Caver is inc] uded in the $10
dues to the Texas Speleological
Assoc.
(only non-Texas
residents
and libraries
within the U.S. can subscr ibe
without
joining
TSA, for $6 per year).
Dues should be
sent
to T.S.A.,
U.T.
Station
Box 8026, Austin, Texas
78713-8026.
Please include old address in address change
correspoooence.
Back issues are $1.00 each when purchased
at conventions, $2.00 each when ordered by mail.
POS'I'MASTF..:W

U.T. Station,

Send

addreas

.t.o '{'he Texas

~

Box 8026, Austin,

Texas

cavet.~

78713-8026.

DEADLINES: Articles,
announcerrents,
and rnater Ial. for
publication
must be sutmitted
to the editor by the 12th of
the month preceding each issue.
The Texas
with other qr ot tos
at
one of the co-editors.
EXCHANGES:

Caver' will
the Editors'

exchange newsletters
discretion.
Contact
Front Cover:

COPYRIGHT 1985"
Texas
Speleological
Association.
Internal
organizations
of the National
Speleological
Society may reprint
any item first appearing in The Texas
Caver as long as proper. credit is given and a copy of the
newsletter
containing
the material
is mailed
to the
co-editors.
Other
organizations
should
contact
the
co-ed i tors.
Printed
in the Republic
Press, Austin, Mll".!rica.

of
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30 YEARS AGO The First Edition

•
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Texas Caver
sprang fron the Balcones Grotto in
October 1955, in order to increase interest in caving ard
rremberehip,
The
first
subscribers
were IOOStly local
Austin spelunkers b..Jt issues were sent to NSS am other
grottos as far away as Pennsylvania.
The

Fuming
carre frem the
pockets
of
the staff,
suppl.enented
by the
$1 subscription
rate. Subscribers
grew to about 90 within a few rronths , product i on took
place in Joe Pearce's house. There was no editor per se,
•
but Joe was the contact
person, as noted in the first
•
issue.
Joe, still
living in Austin, keeps tabs on our
~
"goings on" through the Texas Cavez ,

•

•

•
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The first
editorial
staff
inchxJed Roy and Barbara
Pietsch,
Joe Pearce,
Richard
SCOtt end Bill
HeIner.
Hellier,
then a Daily Texan staff cartoonist is now on
the editorial
staff
of Playboy magazine (tough job).
His covers aOO cartoons created IIJJChinterest.
The idea

for a caving p..tblication was good, the tine was right am
Texas cavers have been treated to caving news fran this
source for 30 years now, making it the oldest regional
caving p.1blication still
in print.
Had it not been for
the talents am efforts of these publishing pioreere , who
knows where we would be today? Though their publication
was a nodeet;
four page, mimeographed effort, it was a
fine
start, bringing cevers and infonnation together in a
way that had not been tried before.

.
,
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Today, we reap the re\rrlardsof their early start as the
Texas caver supcor ta an organization
with nearly 400
nembers.
It ·still offers an information channel tl'Jat is
so i.rrportant as we continue to grow.

.....
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Early Caving in the
Balcones Grotto

aOO a half.
Seems ~ were mailing
out about sixty 'or
more issues.
we also sent copies
to NSS ard other
out-of-state
grottos
which exchanged with us.
Because
early
cavers
had their
"ups
and deena", a
little
pun there,
we often canbined rreetings and trips
with
tn'SS when rrembership
was lagging.
Unfortunately,
most people
who caved at
that
time were considered a
little
different
from other (read that nonnal) folks and
it was often
felt
rest just to horror than.
I'm glad to
see in my recent
at.terdance
at the Old Caver's annual
meetings that this
is no longer so.
Speak i ng of
ups
and downs,
we d idn I t have any fancy
gadgets
to get up and out; of deep sinks.
It was easy to
get
in
if
the big knotted rope was long enough.
It was
getting
out
that
was a problem.
cable
ladders were a
luxury
and heavy to take around.
we did rig up a pul Iey
0300 used a flag
and
stake
system
wi th
a car
and
parachute
harness
to get
in
am
out
of
the Devil's
Sinkhole
wi th
sore
comfort.
The question
always was:
''Whygo to all that
trouble to get in there
anyway?"
We kept
planning
to make a trip to Mexico to see about
all
the rumored
big ones we heard were down there.
But
that
seemed
like
a big undertaking
am \Ioe still
were
finding goed ones in Bal.ccnes ,
About
four
or
five
of us, Benny, Patty,
myself am a
couple
of
others
ventured up to Carlsbad
after Christmas
of 1955.
It
took
several
roonths
of correspordence ,
serding
credentials
of varied
expertise
aoo signing
innurrerable
liabil
i ty releases
to get permission
to enter
unex.plored
areas.
It was freezing
cold with snow on the
groom.
we stopped on the Texas/New Mexico border to
visi t
"Sewer
eave",
so narred not because
of contents but
the almost
perfect
circular
passageway with nibbed walls
descenddnq to a snall,
beautiful
lake.
we found an
albino
bat, snoozing
peacefully
am on irnpuLse decided to
take
him along.
A short trip
later
to the Caverns, we
presented
the
cave
bat to the Park Naturalist,
who was
ecstatic
am placed
it in a refrigerator
with burdreds of
other
sleeping
bats.
I often wordered
what that bat rust
have thought
on awakening.
After
that qcod deed, we
could
do no wrong and the Naturalist
opened many doors
(caves)
to us
during
our brief
stay.
The caverns were
closed
New Year I s day, so we took the obligatory
trip to
Juarez,
Mexico
to celebrate.
At last,
representatives
fran
the
Balcones
Grotto
were in Mexico, Unfortunately
not to cave.
However, ~ were "caved-in"
on the way back
to Carlsbad.
we did have a successful visi t fin::ling many
new areas
of
that
huge cavern.
I found a deposit
of
alnos c perfect
cave pearls now on display
at the cavern's
ticket
lobby.
These sere the only Items rerroved and were
personally
selected
by the Park Naturalist
who was with
us.
We also explored runerous other small caves in the
park.
We also
had to write a detailed
account of our
entry
into
the
caverns
for
the
Park:
records.
Unfortunately,
our copy has l::::eenlost.
Sorre
unknown caver
wrote an article
for the January
1956
issue
of
the Texas caver.
It is titled
"Sleeping
Giant".
Perhaps
you have never though of it in these
terms
before,
but
speleology
is a sleeping
giant in
Texas.
Spelunking
in this
state
has been a dormant
activity.
Now that
we
have our eyes open arrl have flexed our
muscles,
~
realize;.,e
have potential
strength.
we have
done
a gooo
job
of organizing
our
rrenbers.
we have
proved we have research
ability.
This
is
just
a start,
;.,e know Texas
may have the
greatest
and roost
spectacular
caves in the nation.
As
serious
speleologist
aM proLP Texans, 'toe would like to
establish
that fact.
So grab
your
hard
hat,
grab a nember am go caving.
Then dig
out
your
typewriter
or even a pencil aoo send
the editor
a
line about what you accanplished~
Do your
part to prcmote caving in Texas.
So:reone did.
Look where we are tcx:lay.

• k~:L'A&!~
•. uuJi€~l
~

Cave - McNeil,
Texas - My first
wild
R. T.
(Richard) SCott, a co-worker,
frierrl
and r.eighbor convinced rre to give it a try. After
rigging Ire a hard-hat
(surplus
W.W.II helrret liner)
with
a carbide,
flashlight
with fresh batteries,
matches and
carrlles am the dirtiest
coveralls I could f irid - off VR
~nt
to the Texas Limestone plant at r-k::NeiL
scot.cy gave
Ire
instructions
em::oute:
"Keep calm, don't
panic,
cove
slowly,
don't
do anything
you don't think you can do."
All
calculated
to increase
my confidence at sixty MPH. I
couldn I t jcrop out of the car I so I went caving.
Railroad
(RR) cave was so narred because it ran directly
under
the
tracks
of
the plant
switch engine.
The cave
1952
- Railroad
cave
experience.

had

a

small

we

crawl

entrance,

crawl passageway aOO crawl

did find
a small roan where we squatted
am
'Halted.
Scotty
was evasive about what we were waiting
for.
Finally,
I could
detect
a far
off
rumble
accompanied
by a snail, but detectable
tremor.
As each
increased
in intensity
(along with my terror)
I realized
a tra in was approaching
on the
tracks about ten feet
above
us.
Noise,
vibrations,
dirt
am
utter
shock
sur-rounded
my very be inq,
That engine mrat have teen
pull iog
a hurrlred
cars
each
loaded wi th rrega tons of
whatever.
Finally,
when heavenly
peace am quiet entered
our
little
chamber, Scotty
smiled, said I had passed
the
test
and was now a spelunker.
I was then affiliated
with
the (Jl' Speleological
Society.
Austin
Phelps
was
faculty
advisor.
As Tom Landry has
been
the only coach of the Cowlxlys, Austin Phelps W3,s the
only
advisor
to UTSS arrl a darmed good one.
HO\oR:ver, a
few of
the
older
ones
(we
....ere approaching
the early
twenties)
decided
we
needed
a Grotto
for
the older,
married,
rrature cavers,
The Balcones Grotto was spawned
in
1953.
I don't
rerrembez
the exact date but I do know
there
was a case
of Lone Star tear with R. T. SCott,
Benny
Pierson,
Jerry
Chastain,
Roy and Barbara Pietsch,
Joe
Pearce
am probably
others
present for the charter
rree t Inq,
we made application
to NSS and were accepted.
Hardly
a weekerd
passed
that
at
least
one car
and
possibly
two would head ses e of Austin to seek new or old
caves.
There was Mural,
Han:rretts,
Bracken,
Green,
Kickapoo,
Red
Arrow,
Hillcote,
sargeants,
am nurre'rous
others.
Often Benny
Pierson
I would just drive
in
new territory
until Benny would stop ard 'toe would get out
aoo walk to a sink. He had an uncanny knack for spotting
entrances
e ....
oen when covered
with
brush
and silt.
If
nothing
else
was available,
~ would call on ranchers
to
introduce
ourselves
am what r...e wanted to do. There was
a three
year
old drought
fran 1953 to 1956 am ranchers
were
eager
to fioci
uooerground
streams on their
land.
Who
knows,
"a cave on your lam may have an underground
lake".
When we did explore
new caves, the a.mer got a
ma.p with
photos.
Public
relations
was vital
and our NSS
cards
'<oIere invaluable
in gaining
the owner's confidence.
we were absolutely canp..llsive in keeping everything neat
and closing
gates.
Yet, "irrlepeoo.ents,"
usually
you~g
ooy's
groups
fran
San Antonio continued to ruin caver's
goOO I1aI1'es. Trespassing,
open gates aOOrressy campsites,
much less
vaOOalized
caves,
made our task difficult.
Other
naI'leS
of spelunkers
active
in the Balcones Grotto
are
Bill
Helrrer,
staff
artist
(fantastic
covers for the
Texas
Caver),
Barbara
cannall,
Holrres semken,
Don
GoOOson, William Themas, and Joe McClung.
The
first
issue
of the Texas caver carre into being in
the
fall
of 1955,
about October.
Subscr iption was one
donar
a year.
By January
1956, we were asking a dollar
exit.

am
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Fiiitors

Note:

Thanks for your pitch,
to AirII'E'n's.

Joe.

NOW,lets

go
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Bill Russell
Interviewed by John Spence
lind CrlIig Bittinger,
September 1965

e

Tlirougliout tlie liistory
of Texas caving, Bill
Russell's name is a constant
If anyone could
be called 71r. Texas Caver: lie could
To my
knowledge,
few
nsve come close
to liis
sccomattsnments
in speleology.
He IS a
modest man wit!l many credits
to nts name
His work is found in countless pUbficatlons,
Including tne .Al1CS...11IIlk1.ioand 1in¥.SJ.e11el:s ,
tlie .teas. ~,
tne ~
Lf!M, and numerous
T55 reports
Wlfife liis caving torte seems to
be exploration,
from ridge-walking
to tigM
squeezes, ne lias uncovered moen information
for cave biologists
as well
He lias visited
more caves llian anyone I neve known, and lias
also produced countless maps.
William doesn't jusl see toe cave, but studies
tne esrtn tliat
surrounds it
He sees its
reiation to tne tnoussna or so otner caves lie
lias visited In IJis JO-odd years of caving. He
notes its position,
its geological
formation,
its {!foximlty
to oilier caves, and fperliaps)
its utt tmst e place In tne universe.
I! would be safe to say thst many caves would
not exist
today,
nea il not been for tne
diligence
and
influence
of
Bilf
Russell.
Perliaps most significant,
lie lias
provided
guidance and inspiration
10 many new cavers
fincludlng
myself)
tliat will
keep caving a
live and growin.'1 Interest for years to come.
QUESTION: Why do you cave?
ANSWER. By now it might be just a habit, but originally I
was attracted to caving because it was a combination science
and sport where anyone could make a contribution.
It
doesn't take lots of money or equipment,
just diligence.
Cavers don't have to spend lots of money to be leaders in
cave exploration .• To be a world class athlete or scientist
takes 101s of someone
else's money.
This lack or
independence is not healthy, which is why most cavers dont
like commercially-sponsored
trips.

I

QUESTION: How long have you been caving?
ANSWER I started serious caving about 1953 when I was
in high school. My father was doing geologic wort in
Kentucky. and whenever we would find a cave, my father,

l
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Bill Russell pauses for this Sprouse photo.
my brother, and myself would explore it as far", we could.
One time we were in Glovers Cave, and my father asked if it
was about time to leave, and when my brother agreed I
didn't speak to him again for a week.
QUESTION. Was there anyone
who helped

person besides your father

get you started in caving

here in Texas?

ANSWER. Yes. When I first came to Austin, Bill Cronenwill
was very active in the UT Grotto. He toot many people on
their first caving trip" and helped them over the edge of the
cliff at Campbell's Hole. His encouragement meant a lot to
many cave", including myself. I think Terry Raines' first
trip (to Steam Cave)was led by BiJJ.
QUESTION: Some people think that the hours spent
undergound are free time and are not subtracted from your
life
You seem to support this theory. How much
accumulated
time do you figure
you have
spent
underground?
ANSWER. That would be a difficult question to answer.
Probably for at least 10 years, J spent at least 4 hours a
week, 50 weeks a year -- that's 2000 hours for a, crude.
estimate.
But then again, some weekends
I haven t gone
anywhere, and some years I spent more, so -4 hours a week
is just sort of an average time spent actually underground.

TEXAS CAVER
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Well now, if it has been thirty years, that would be three
times that, that would be 6000 hours, but I don't know
about the average of 4 hours a week actually underground,
If you go to Mexico or something and you're on a trip, you
know, you're in there for 4 days -- that's a lot of hours, We
even camped at Inner Space some, and then ,J was a cave
guide for a while (for 6 months). So maybe it', more than
that. Let's say somewhere between 5000 and 10,000 hours
underground -- say 5000, minimal estimate, divided by 24
hours in a day, and that makes 208 days, two-thirds of a
year,
QUESTION. Have you ever felt your life was in danger?
ANSWER' Yes, every day on the freeway.
QUESTION.
What is your
most memorable caving
erperience?
ANSWER
On the surface, it was the discovery of the
entrance to SOlano de San Agustin. We got out of our car at
the end of the road, and, since it was raining slightly, we put
on our green plastic rain coats and asked if there were any
caves or pits. Several Indians working in their corn fields
pointed to the bottom of an immense sink hole below the
road, and we started running faster and faster through the
fields yelling "Solano" atlhe startled locals.
A recent in-cave discovery still sticks in my mind. We were
on a digging trip to Silver Mine Cave in West Teras. but had
forgotten to bring the digging equipment. We decided to try
anyway, and after a few minutes, I was able to move enough
rocks, using only another rock as a hammer to squeeze
through. A crawlway led to a walking passage that opened
into a large room whose floor could not be reached without
equipment.
I crawled back through the breakdown and
casually asked if anyone had some rope. It was pure
pleasure watching their expressions as the passage enlarged
and they peered amazed into the darkness.
QUEST ION' What is your favorite cave?
ANSWER: Caves are like people, they are all different. BUI I
like Airman's Cave for a local cave, it's sort of like a
reference cave. Indian Creek. Cave is my favorite Texas cave,
and the Purificacion System is my favorite in Mexico.

•
•

QUESTION: Is it easier to get on landowners' property than
it was when you first started?
ANSWER I think it's harder than it was. During the 50's and
early 60's, there was hardly anyone out in the country, and
ranchers were actually lonely.
They were glad to have
someone new to'talk. to, even if it was city people w-ho
crawled around in holes. When' cavers arrived, they were
invited in for dinner and offered the hunters' cabin to stay
in. You were their friend. Many of the ranchers lived on
their smaJJ ranches and were quite interested in everything
on it. During the late 60's, things changed. Just about
everyone from the cities went into the country, while most
cavers went to Mexico. The ranches were consolidated, and
recreation and bunting became big business. When the
cavers returned, they came as strangers, the landowners had
moved to Houston, and their lawyers told them: "Don't even
____________________________
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think about letting someone explore your cave." Sometimes,
days are spent trying to locate the owner. But it', ,till worth
it, especially when the rancher dosen't even realize he has a
cave and is amazed to find he is B cave owner.
QUESTION: Were many women caving in the 50's?
ANSWER. Yes, there bave always been women cavers, but it
was difficult back then. Women in the fifties did not sweat
or get dirty, and all college women were locked up at night.
For University of Teras women to go on an overnight cave
trip, there had to be a university-approved
chaperone in
each car. To avoid problems when the UT Grotto was first
organized, alcoholic beverages and women were not allowed
on cave trips, but in 1955 or 56, the rules were related and
women were allowed. Soon an elaborate system of safe
houses was developed. Women could sign out to a local
house, and someone was there to answer the phone when
the dorm called.
Ranchers were hard to convince that "girls" liked to camp out
in his back pasture.
Even one female ranch owner near
Austin gave permission to go to her cave, but said: "It's all
right for the boys to go in, but the cave is too deep for girls."
QUESTION: How have changing ser roles changed caving?
ANSWER: To some ertem I think it's had an impact on
caving. Hopefully, the macho image is becoming a thing of
the past. I think it's bad for cavinj; in that it tends to tempt
people to do things that they may regret -- just to show you
that they can do wonderful and adventurous things. They go
into a cave, and spend longer than they should, and do
climbs that perhaps they shouldn't, and that can result in
problems. I think perhaps, though, that some women in
caving may be as macbo a, men, and don't want to be the
ones to stop -- you might have more the problem thaI the
women want to show they can be as tough as anybody else.
QUESTION:
I understand that something interesting
happened last night?
ANSWER' Yes, I had just cleaned up and gone to bed after
returning from mapping in Grassy Cove Cave, and about one
o'clock in the morning the phone rang. It was the fire
department calling i.o say that two cavers had been
exploring in Airman's Cave and were now several hours
overdue. I told them I would be right out. There were
several policemen, firemen, as well as a TV camera crew at
the cave entrance. As soon as J arrived. the rescue started,
with myself, another caver and two firemen with ropes
going in as a search crew. Just through the entrance
squeeze, about 40 feet into the cave, I oould hear voices. It
was the Jost eavers. "It's us, it's us, we're lost," they yelled at
the sound of my voice. They did not know they were near
the entrance, and were very glad to learn it was not far out.
Even though the cavers had new batteries with them, they
did not want to use them, since they were all the enra light
they had. They did not realize how dim their flashlights
were after ten hours in the cave, and they could not see the
entrance passage. After the lost cavers were out of the cave
and had greeted their wives, a policeman called me aside
and asked: "Just between you and me, why didn't they come
Page 77

OUI?" I don't know what he thought Ihey were doing, but I
explained that Ihings were differenl underground,
It really
is easy 10 miss a lillie
QUESTION:

You must

hole,
be on quite a few rescue

liSIS, How

did this come about?
ANSWER: In A ustin, it was the Dead Dog Cave rescue that
convinced firemen
to wait for cavers.
Before this, the
firemen would Iry to do Ibe rescue themselves,
BUI after
trying 10 pull a stuck teenager out of a crack by lying a rope
around his shoulders, they realized cavers were needed.

Most of our "rescues" have been of cavers who tell someone
that they will be out of Airman's Cave by five o'clock and are
embarassed
to meet Ihe rescue crew at midnight
Airman's
Cave rescues are the best, as you are always sure that the
cavers will be in reasonably
good shape, The rescue before
this one, we metlhe
lost caver and his cat halfway between
the entrance and the highway, He and his cal had a good
time going back 10 Sherwood Forest. We need to update the

Fire Department list, as I am now the only active caver on it
It hasn't peen revised in several years.
QUESTION

Besides the Fire Department

Jist, are you on any

Yes,

has

other JiSlS?
ANSWER'

the

City ,of Aust;n

me

on

their

conservation,
list
When
they
need
information
on
development
near a cave or sinkhole, Ihey frequently
call
Especially if the informalion
they bave comes from the m.rp
of caves and sinkholes that cavers developed for the city II
has sort of become the official sinkhole map, and developers
are erpected to protect the features shown.
QUESTION: Have you considered charging money for your
services, such as surveying for developers?
ANSWER: No, it would be 100 much effort for what il would
bring in, and if we don't accept money from developers, we
can be more independent in our recommendations.
To
prepare the del ailed reports needed by developers,
we
would require several full-time staff 10 drafl maps and edit,
and to maintain this staff would require constant work If
your reports did not please the developers,lhey
would not
want you to work for them again. There is a strong tendency
to write what the person who pays the bills wants to hear.
Now we jusl give the city a map and leI the chips fall where
they may, Our independence
is more valuable
Ihan Ihe
pOlential income.

without others around
think the !:&m will be
was in the beginning.
every meeting 10 record

to give support.
But with time, I
as much a part of cavers' life as it
Each grotto should have someone at
the accomplishments
of the srouo.

QUESTION:

What would

you

accomplish?
ANSWER,

I think

most

the

like

to see organized

important

thing

caving

is to have

basics -- a good newsleuer,
and
interesting
convention, and enthuastic oldtimers. We have done this for
the last few years, and I think caving will prosper because of
it. Beyond this, J think the TSA might try to help cavers deal
with cities and slate organizations
10 help save caves
quality

endangered
by urban spraw!.
And beyond this, many caves
located in urban areas need management, and cavers need to
exchange information on what works,
The Bexar Grotto's
work in Robber Baron's Cave is a good example.
We need to
leave something for the next generation
10 explore.
QUEST ION: Do you have any parting remarks?
ANSWER. Caving still offers the things that attracted
me to
caving many years ago. There are still unexplored
caves.
Original,
important
work
is
possible
without
large
expenditures
of time or money, What other activity can lake
you 10 where no one else has been, only a half -an-hour from
your house? All you need is some reasonably reliable lights
and some old clothes, and you can accomplish something.
I
IhlOK a Jot of people need that in their lives, They can give a
lot to caving, and caving can give a lot to Ihem.

v

•

QUESTION: The Tens
Caver is thirly years old this year.
How did you firsl get involved wilh the Caver?
ANSWER When lhe Caver first started, everyone in Austin
helped out. II caine oul on ditlo, and we thought we were
getting high tech when we discovered how 10 do different
colors, Dudley Robens. was one of Ihe firsl edilors, and
everyone would meet over at his house and put out an issue.
Wilh a lot of people, it was possible 10 write the slories, type
Ihem on dillo masters, run off the copies, slaple Ihe Cavers
togelher, and mail them in one day: though il usually look
longer. Now it is harder 10 worl: ,"'jlh Ihe same enthusiasm,
since each caver needs to write up trip reports on his own
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about 5 m wide and 50 m long. The first
p.art of the
cave is about 1 m high, but flat
slab breakdown in
the latter
part necessitates
squeezing
to the end of
the cave. The entrance
is obviously
the result
of a
collapse
of the main cave passage and excavation of
the entrance
sink should result
in discovery
of a
continuation
of the mdn cave to the southwest under
the main part
of the ridge.
The ridge
does not end
for severai
hundred meters so there
is good r eee on
to believe
that the cave may be considerably
longer.
The primary
interest
of McDonald
Cave l's
biological.
Several
species
of troglobite
were
found, even though the cave was very dry due to the
long drought
this
area was experiencing
at that
time.
The fauna
included
a new species
of blind
spider
of the genus Cicurina,
the blind harvestman
Texella reddell!
Goodnight and Goodnight,
the blind
millipedes
Ca~bala
~E..!..!
(Chamberlin)
and
Speodesmus bicornourus
Causey, and fragments
of a
blind species
of the carabid
beetle
genus Rhadlne.
Doubtless other species of equal or greater
interest
await discovery,
especially
if a continuation
can be
found to the southwest.

McDonald Cave
by James R. Reddell
McDonald
Cave is located on top of an Edwards
Limestone
capped'
ridge
forming
part
of
the
J'c L'l y v t l Le Plateau
in northwestern
Travis
County.
The cave was discovered
on May 12, 1984,
by Linda
Elliott,
David
McKenzie,
James
Reddell,
and
Marcelino
Reyes. It was revisited
on May 18th by
Dale Pate, Peter and Terri Sprouse, Reddell, and
Reyes,
at which time it was mapped. The cave is in
an area now being readied
for development and it is
hoped that this significant
small cave can be saved
from destruction.
The entrance
is a roughly circular
sinkhole
about
3 m in diameter;
a short
drop leads to a mound of
breakdown
with a e Lop Lng crawl
leading
down to the
northeast.
On the first
trip to the cave a buzzard
with two eggs was found 1n a small alcove off of the
entrance.
On the return
trip
the eggs had hatched.
The cave consists
of a single
flat-floored
passage
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TSA to Help State with
Cave Management Plan
Over the past several
years there have been many
changes in the TSA. One of the biggest
changes
is
the renewed interest
in Texas caving. As a result.
many new Texas cave discoveries
have been made. Two
of our best training
caves, the Devil's Sinkhole and

Gorman
Falls Cave, have been closed for several
years.
Recently,
the Texas
Parks
and Wildlife
Department
purchased these
caves.
At the last
TSA
Convention
the memb~rship created a TSA Cave Management Committee to work with TPWD. Contact with TPWD
proved encouraging
so Gill
Ediger
and I drafted
a
letter
offering
our services.
The letter
was
approved by the TSAExecutive
Council. TPWDaccepted
our offer
and approved the creation
of a joi.nt task
force.
At the Oldtimers'
TSA meeting
we wi 11 seek
membership approval.

OF THE
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SPELEOLOGICAL
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28, 1985
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What does this mean for the TSA? First.
we are
actively
working on our interests,
recreational
cave
use. cave protection and cave management. With over
100 caves. sinkholes,
fissures,
e t c , , on park land,
(awe have our work cut out for U8. Working with Mr.
"Herring
at TPWD,we will help create cave management
policy.

AUGUST 1985

We will
be involve-d in inventory.
survey,
cave
classification,
policy. aquisitioo,
advisement, etc.
To sum it up, we have started our efforts
toward TSA
cave management.
With the assistance
of the membership great changes will be made. We ax-e on the edge
of a Texas Cave Revolution.
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Shades of Jim Bowie:
TSA Treasure Found!!

Spring Convention Notes
COMMENTS ON THE SPRING

Mike warton,

By:
This

85 ())NVENTION

years

convent

ion

rolled,

in Friday

By: Fanette Begley

TSA VP

opened Friday

with

60% chance

of

rain in the forecast.
It never came, but the conventioneers did,
piling in from all corners of the state
and several out of staters.
Approximately seventy-five
cavers

others showing
morning at 10

evening

before

midnight

with

many

at all hours of the night. By Saturday
a.m. there were around 140 in attendance.

The general
rreeting
was held in the Press Room of Inner
Space caverns
which
began
around 10:30 a.rn, and closed
about 4:45
p.m,
The planned B.S.Q. was started at 6:00
p.rn,
and hungry
(ravenous)
cever s wiped out the supply
serd inq out
caterers
back
for more.
In the carepqround

area cevers set up their individual camp spots among the
scattered
breaks of the tree covered pasture.
The
pasture this
year contained something a little
different
real caves!!
Observing Friday and Saturday's traffic
in and around the campground resembled the northeastern
rreeta where caves in the campgroundare corrmonplace.
Cavers seemed to enjoy this so muchthat the all hours of
the night average yahoo! didn't
happen this year •.•
seems like most folks were tired from caving or hunting
for the TSA bur ied treasure.
The treasure chest was
finally
unearthed
late. Saturday afternoon.
Since most
folks were bedded down earlier than usual Saturday night,
Sunday morning's 'B((; saw more than average at tendance ,
As co-ordinator
of this year's convention, I'd like to
make rrention of some good peoples efforts who made it all
possible.
First on the list would have to be the managetrent of Inner Space Caverns; Jim and Ann Brcrrrreut;and all
of their staff for hosting one of the finest conventions
yet.
gveryone worked well together with very minimal
problems experienced.
Jim and Ann very generously
donated their
amount to be madefrom the convention and
cave usage back to the 'l'SA! While off tour caving shall
remain off limits
i n, Inner Space, the managerrent has
expressed an interest -and desire to maintain a good P.R.
with the TSA and its
officers.
The compl.irrents and
feedback they received
after the convention has rreant a
great deal to them.
In turn, their
f r i.eodship and
co-operation
is vital
to the stateliness
of TSA. Their
thanks end mine go out to all the fine caver s who helped
out in the clean up afterwards.
It was the best clean up
job t tve seen yet.
Additional
thanks goes out to Dale Pate and crew for
additional
cave clean
ups in Steam Cave; and those who
cleaned up China Berry Cave.
Others who deserve
thanks are John Spence and his
wizardry with the lawn mower; Johanna Reece (our faithful
registrar);
all
other TSAofficers present am a cast of
many who helped move equiprent and made things run as
smoothly as they did.
In appreciation,
Jim and Ann
Brurrrrett received
from TSA e comrerrore t i ve plaque for
hosting the. '85 convention.
The only unfortunate
problem we experienced was that
one keg and one tap
(other than the one taken to the
St r i cklands) turned up missing.
So, we ask that it
simply be returned
to Junior's
Keg Rental, West 29th
Street,
Austin.
No questions asked; TSAwould just like
to get the deposit money back.

rl1

Q,:-
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Once upon a t ine, in a cave named Steam, sore devious
cavers
hid a chest of treasure.
They hid it deep and
they hid it well, but five hard working sleuths fourd the
hiding place,
dug up the chest,
and split the bounty
among them.
It happened like this:
my son, Ryan Taylor
and I
(Fanette Begley) hit
the cave early
Saturday
morning.
1 crawled' in an entrance and Ryanclimbed down
through the main gate.
Working my way very slowing and
methodically,
I collected
a long list of clues, but was
unable to firrl the treasure room or Ryan. At the rreeting
in the press room later he whispered to rre that he had
found the bird feathers so at lunch break he took me to
them, EUREKA!! The clues all fit together! we had to
crawl to get into the small room. There was a ledge of
chert
in the ceiling and a natural bridge of chert.
we
had passed a "fungus amongus", but where was the date
September 8?
In digging my way along in the soft
Lirreatone I climbed up on the bridge to rest and BEHOLD
there was the date! That cinched it.
we could both feel
the genes of my Dadsurging along with the Adrenaline in
our veins.
Daddywas a treasure hunter all his life in
San Saba county. He and Jim Neal looked for the Lost San
Saba and Jim Bowiemines. One of my earliest rrernories is
of playing
in a shallow creek flowing out of a cave and
under a house. It was the first clear, cold spring water
I'd ever
seen.
This was probably the Richland Springs
caverns.
Anyway,back to the story.
We could barely contain our excitement or wait till
t irre to
go back.
In the rreerrt irre we shared our secret
wi th
two
D-EW friends,
Scott
Pannell and Jerrald
Saulsberry,
(Jerrald formerly of the Tulsa grotto).
we
agreed to spli t the loot four ways if they would help us
dig it
up. we had exhausted all the soft, likely dug in
places
and ourselves at noon.
Gathering make-shift
tools,
including a couple of shelf brackets swiped from
Terry
Holsinger's
van,
(thanks,
Terry), YA':! started
digging
again.
By this time, peopl.e were getting
thick
around
there.
Jerrald
and I stayed busy running
d i versionary
tactics.
I lay
in the crawlway and told
people that
it was just
a dead end-o-ne lie, it really
was.
Sorretimes I would say, "There's a clue card right
down there" and taken them to see it.
Then I would sneak
back and. check on my digging crew. WhenI got back the
last
time,
Ryan carte out and told rre someonehad care in
while I was gone. He said he would decoy peopl.e while I
got rid
of the newcomer. When I crawled back into the
treasure
room, I found out that
the visitor was none
other
than our friend, Keith Frost from Wichita Falls and
NTSS. He caves with the Boerne bunch. He also had found
out that
the clues fit
the room, but had not seen the
date.
It didn't take him long to spot it, so now we had
a five way split.
That was still
cool, especially since
Keith had a small army type shovel and started poking
around wi th it.
we wondered if sneaky Hike Warton had
packed the dirt downso hard that it looked like it had
never been dug in. Ryan said
"Dig right there" and
pointed
right
in the middle of the small passage.
Keith
dug a little
hole and started
to refill it when Ryan
spotted
a clue card. He tried to clean it enough to read
it
and ripped it in two. VIle finally madeout ''What do
you think?
Keepdigging!" six hands and the shovel fell
to it!
It's
a wonder ~
didn't loose SOl1'E fingers.
Jerrald
was still
leading people ast.rey ard missing out
on the exci tenent , Whenthe shovel hit the amTIO
box, the
ring of rretal on rretal was music to our ears.
we gave
out with Rebel yells and dug harder.
Mikehad been real.
cedqey ,
He had dug sideways and jemred the chest urde r a
rock.
I had to, stretch
as far as my arm would reach while lying on my side to get it.
With shaking bards and
gasping breath I fumbled the lid open. we were greeted
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with a note, "COngratulations!
Youhave found the TSA am the newly famed overlapping Great Plains Region of
'Kansas,
Oklahoma, and North Texas.
Cavers
working
treasure! n
When we reverently lifted the note out, \..e
together ••• Great!
I love it!
were stunned to tiro a red pig's rear end mooning us! It
Bruce Baker, a TSAnerroer fran Enid, Oklahana (())G) had
turned out to be a cute cap.
Ryan jerrtred
it on his
rret; a young guide while taking the camercial
tour and
head.
Next was a beaut i.fu l eexsco necklace.
I grabbed
invited him to go wild caving with us.
WhenCharles and
it
am put it on my head as a crown. W2 were drunk: with
his girl
friend,
Marcie, showed up just before dark, we
exc itement and all
giggled and screened as we snatched
gave up on waiting
for the BOO to arrive and took them
and
grabbed the loot out of the chest (getting it all
caving.
Gary and David Kowalski of Enid, Okl.ahora (ax;)
dusty!)
Each per son would say what they liked so there
cere along to help am do sore photography. For their
wasn't
any fussing or hard feelings.
It worked out real
first
caving,
Charles am Marcie got a taste of nearly
grea t.
~ dribbled
the pesos through our fingers then
everything
climbing, duck walking,
crawling, am
had to scratch around in the dirt to be sure we hadn't
climbing out on a cable ladder and Bruce's fingers.
lost
any.
Our yelling had attracted a crO¥;dof envious,
Thanks, everybody! They were enthusiastic
and caught the
unbelieving
cavers including poor Jerrald who completely
bug real
bad
50 ~ turned them over to John Spence for
missed out on the fun by a few secords , we took turns
follow-up.
carrying
the box out of the cave. It had been hidden
We celebrated
our BIG FIND by dancing, singing the
close
to the main entrance.
The loot which we "d ivved
chicken song, drinking
(all sorts of stuff, especially
up" into five piles
included:
1 Gibbs, 1 Texas belt
Dr. Pepper) till
the wee hours. we roasted Bruce, him
buckle,
a set of antique
walkie talkies that work, a
being the only Okie present and awake. He gave tit for
Mexico necklace and flag scarf,
a bat scarf, snorkle
tat right
back at us. One lounge chair had fun dumping
mask, old cave post cards fran the 401s, many pesos, sore
people on their buns all night.
Canadian money, 4 U.S. 1964 half dollars, 2 pretty fern
The treasure
hunt was the most fun I ve ever had
fossils
in jewelry cases am,
of course, the pig cap.
caving, can't
wait for the next one. Ryan am I are
The cap proved to be the most popular i tern, some people
loot for a Jr. sized treasure hunt for
even tried
to buy it.
I thought it was wonderful that 3 . already collecting
the NTSSFamily trip to Alabaster Cavers area in June. I
grottos
co-operated to fim
the treasure.
Scot and
den-t;
think hiding one can be as much fun as finding one
Jerrald
are D-FW,Keith is NTSSand aceroe , and Ryan and
though.
I belong to both D-FW and. N1'SS. Co-operation, clean-up
Thanks ylall!
It was a blast!!
and conservation
that's
what itls all about in TSA
I

them,
and use them (e.g.,
Texas,
Kendall
County,
Alzafar
Water Cave). This would be very useful
if
you have lots
of surveys.
Each different
survey
within
a cave can be kept as a separate
data file,
by William R. Elliott
but can be 1 inked with the other
surveys
at data
processing
time.
At present
I have SMAPSrunning on
A Fieldguide
to the Caves
of Kendall
count*l
B Sperry
PC (same as Leading Edge) with a hard disk
Texas,
a new typeof--r8'S
publication
begun in 198 I
and Okidata 93 at my work office.
should be finished
and available
to TSA members in
I am willing
to take survey data on Texas caves,
the next month or so. Included
is basic
information
process them and send you a plot. This offer is made
on more than 100 caves in the Boerne area, with maps
in an effort
to obtain more surveys
for the Texas
and sketches.
The publication
will he xeroxed
and
Speleological
Survey files.
This will
be on a first
come-first
served
basis.
I c ant t promise
any turnthe price
will be published
later.
New Lnfo r ma t.Lon ,
around time,
but I'm willing
to do this for awh Lf e
if it comes Ln, could easily
be published
later
in
to stimulate
cavers
to get those
surveys
out of
the form of a supplement
or a revised Fieldguide.
storage.
I recently
redid Alzafar
Water ceve, which
In June I obtained
a new microcomputer
program
was surveyed
in 1975 but W88 never finished
because
called
SMAPS, written
by caver-computerist
Doug
of a minor error
in the plot.
Dotson from Maryland.
This program presently
will
Mail me 8 good xerox copy of your survey notes and
run on IBM PC's and compa t LbLes , but will eventually
sketches,
wd t h an explanation
and return
add re s s ,
be available
for CP/M Apple, MacIntosh, VAX, UNIX,
and that all
stations
are
etc. The program requires
256K RAMon the IBM, 641< Make sure it is legible
clearly
marked on the sketch.
Please
include
the
on CP/M
and makes survey data reduction
and plotdate of the survey
name of cave or section of cave~
ting very easy. It actually
plots maps on common dot
county,
personnel
and their
survey jobs. Be sure to
matrix
printers
such as Okidata,
Epson,
C. Lt oh ,
explain
how you handled height
adjustments
dur.Ln g
Apple, Imagewriter,
and DEC LA-50. These maps can be
the survey. With SMAPSall height adjusts
have to be
automatically
scaled
to fit on a standard
8.5 X 11'1
handled
BS
extra
survey
stations
up or down 90
page,
or plotted
at whatever
scale you want. Large
degrees,
with the distance
above or below the lest
maps up to 40 ft square
come out in segments,
and
station.
I can add these in vhen I enter
the data.
are pieced
together.
The program operates
from a
If you e r e interested
in obtaining
SMAPS, it
main menu wbi cb shows the commands to get you into
currently
costs
about $30 and can be obtained
from
data
entry
mode,
data
processing
mode,
or
Prof. Douglas
P. Dot ecn , Dept. of Computer Science,
plan/profile
plotting
mode. The program does loop
Frostburg
State
College
Frostburg,
MD 21532. CP/M
closures
and can handle
up to about 1000 shots
in a
versions
will
require
sending Doug technical
info on
closure.
Two features
I really
like about SMAPS: 1.)
your terminal,
so write to him first.
Versions
fOI
You can design your data entry
screen to look like
other printers
flatbed
and drum plotters
will b e
your field
book) 'with the order of the data columns
coming out in the future. Comments from other SMAP~
the same as you actually
use; 2.) You can organize
users would be welcome.
William R. Elliott,
1210~
all your surveys into directories
sub-directories
Grimsley Drive,
.auat tn, TX 78759.
and surveys,
so it is easy to retrieve
them, alter
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U.T.G. News
by William

R. Elliott

Andy Grubbs spent the latter half of April and the
first
part of May in Hu au t La , Oaxaca,
with a bunch
of Arizona
and
TAG c a ve r e , A big
rain
caught
e cme
people in 2 or 3 different
caves at the same time.
Some were marooned in a ceiling
pocket in S6tano de
San Agustin for 9 hours.
Another crew in Ni ta Nanta
got out much sooner. There was a push trip to !the
bottom of Nita Nanta. One crew spent 38 hours and 45
minutes
in the cave 'With no sleep.
They forgot 't he
survey tape and sent someone out to get it. From
Loggerhead
Hall
they
did a blast
and made a
connection
to La Grieta.
Paul, a TAG cave r , fell 2.5
m with a big slab,
which hit him on the head and
caused much bleeding. He left the cave under his own
power. They cleaned and de r Lgged the cave of all old
ropes.
After
a recuperative
trip
to the surface,
which included
a 10 km walk to get a steak dinner,
they returned
to the cave. They saw 6 or 7 big cave
scorpions
on a mud bank and collected
5 for
scientific
study.
They spent 7 days inside,
running
out of carbide
at one camp. The cave now has 9
en t r ance s, Mark Minton et a l , pushed Li Nita upwards
and made the system no. 5 on the world depth list at
-1252 m ,
beating
out Gouffre
Berger
in France.
Nearly 10 km were added to the length of the system.
After Huautla,
Andy took some people
to Sd t ano de
Guaguas, S.L.P.
Paul Fambro, Rodney Leist and Richard Glass found
"Ba s ke t Cavell only 8 m off a major highway
in the
Austin
area.
In surveying
the cave they
found 2
copperheads at the bottom of the 1.5 m diameter,
3 m
deep, climbable
entrance.
They also noticed
toads in
the cave. The pit led into a room about 12 to 15 It
in diameter.
The TSA Convention
was held at Inner Space Cavern
in Georgetown
on May 17·19. 'Ie Lks w e r e held in the
Press Room in the cave,
and the campground was west
of the cave
with
free
a c c e e s to Steam
Cave,
Chinaberry
Cave, and Pond Tower Cave. Mike Warton
hosted a treasure
hunt in the caves.
The TSA Photo
Salon, judged by Bill
Elliott
and John Spence, had
an excellent
turnout
this year, with 75 open slides,
10 educational,
and 14 humor. Peter
Sprouse
won
first
in open with
a beautiful
photo of wetsuit
c ave r a swimming in an emerald pool. Terri
Sprouse
was second with a striking
photo of Peter
wetsuit
caving.
Jeff
Horowitz
was third
with a fine photo
inside
the Dev Ll t e Sinkhole.
Terri
also
picked up
first
place
in educational
with a series
on cave
surveying.
Mike Warton's
slide of a conehead amongst
cave formations
took the prize
in humor. Winnen
were awarded ribbons,
film and lens cap thingies.
Many honorable mentions
""ere mentioned honorably
as
well. We're sorry
that
some conventioneers
missed
the Salon because they couldn't get into the cave in
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time.
The party
that
night
was a good one,
and
caving resumed the next morning.
Several
Austinites
attended
the NSS Convention
in
Frankfort,
KY, in
June:
the
Elliotts,
the
Stricklands,
the Ra Ine e e e , the Sprouses,
Mike Walsh,
John
Sp e.n c e , Robert
Green,
Bill
Mixon,
James
Reddell,
Marcellino
Reyes,
Dale Pate, Erica
Heinen
et 81. It was a large
meeting
with a crowded
and
lively
campground. The Biology
Section hosted wellattended
paper
sessions
and
workshops
on cave
biology
and bat identification.
Elliott,
editor
of
the North American Biospeleology
Newsletter,
enjoyed
seeing many cave biologists,
including
several
from
Europe,
and ex-Texas Tech biologists
Suzanne Wiley
and Ginny Tipton (now leader
of the BioI.
Se c , },
There
were
numerous
caving
trips
in the area.
Reddell
and Reyes had made a caving
tour up thru
Virginia
and West Virginia
before
the convention.
Dale and Erica went to S'l o a n t s Valley Cave for a 5
hour trip,
then to Roppel Cave all the way to the
sump where it connects
with Mammoth. Some visited
Mammoth on the way back home. Merlin Tuttle,
500n to
move to Texas with his
Bat Conservation
International,
was made an honorary
member of the NSS for
his work on bats.
Some of those who stayed
home during
the NSS
Convention
'Went to 400 Foot Oe ve near Ft. Stockton
to survey. Mike Warton, Lynne Thompson, Dave Doolin,
Patty
B., Andy Grubbs, Rod Coke et a L, drove
14 mi
into
the
Glass
M.ountains
to about
6,000
ft
elevation.
The area is like New Mexico-- Pinyon Pine
and Madron trees.
On Saturday,
they surveyed
from
the bot tom in about 4 hours.
The cave is 63 m deep
(207 f t ); The cave was hopefully
named 400 Foot by
1960's
c ave r s , who v e r e a little
too ho p e fu L. A
blast
lead
wasn't done because
of a lack of boom
stuff
that
was supposed to arrive
wt th Herr Ronnie
Fieseler,
who was done in by a leaking,
new oil
filter
on his Toyota.
This
resulted
in terminal
crankshaft
seizure
a few miles
short of his goal.
This didn't
stop him from spraying
cattle,
playing
with a puma and repairing
a windmill,
just
to pass
the time of day. Dave Doolin
did see a vertical
shaft
going
25-30 ft down, with
good air f Low, On
Sunday some went ridgewalking
and puma petting,
but
no caves 'Were found. Several
weeks later
Fieseler
retrieved
his Toyota 'With his dump truck,
a fitting
end.
In July,
Wayne Bockelman was back from a bicycling
jaunt from Kansas to Idaho and beyond. When he had a
flat
tire
that ruined his day, he found that he was
near Craters
of the Moon. Visiting
that
bizarre
place renewed his spirits
mightily.
The lava caves
and gas bubbles
had walls
that
looked like Ilelephant
skin",
according
to Wayne. Large icicles
adorned
s~me ~f the c~ves. He found that
Shoe Goo r~paired
b La t t r e h and Ll y , and he went merrily
on h i s way,.
meeting
a lady bicyclist
en route.
All this
renewed
his faith
in c av Lng as a source
of good fortune
and
happiness.
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Ronnie
Fieseler
reported
another highway mishap.
This time a tire exploded
on his dump truck
while
hauling
28,000 the of sand and pipe. He and Terry
Raines rode the behe-moth into a steep ditch until
it
stopped.
No pumas to pet this time.
Jim Bowden, one of our two certified
cave divers,
went to Florida
to dive in Jenny Springs and other
caves. He got to tryout
a new diving scooter.
This
model has been recalled
because of an exploding
battery
problem,
but when it is perfected
it will
allow divers to penetrate
farther
into the gloom. It
C08t8 $1000.
Rod Goke, who moved here last year from Colorado,
returned
to his home state
for a July 4 meeting
of
cavers
on the White River
in high country.
There
were caving trips to 8 plateau
nearby.
Mark Minton, Dale Pate and others are working
on
the next AMeSActivities
Ne.....
s Let t er , due to be out
in two months. Articles
are needed.
Mike Warton went to Maple Run Cave and Goat Cave
in South
Austin
in July.
He and several
others
removed the rickety
wooden ladder from Goat Cave,
but found another
one hidden
in the brush that
the
local boys apparently
use to go in the cave.
Wayne Bockelman, Mary Standifer,
Mike McWhirte.r,
Dave Doolin and Mike Warton went to 0-9 Well in West
Texas. Mary and Wayne each lost a boot in the thick
Mud Sump. The bottom of the cave was beautiful.
They
entered
in the afternoon
and exited at 3 am. A 5 ft
coachwhip was seen swimming at the bottom and they
brought him out, .....
hereupon he eagerly began snapping
at insects.
They also
sa .....raccoon prints
in the
Upstream
Section,
1/2 mi into the cave. On Sunday
they dug in some surface
fractures
that are up to
1/2 mi long. They got down 30 ft in one. They found
a "He gu s Lnk" that drains
an area 1 mi in diameter.
Robert Green, who 'Works for Espey-Hous t on Co., has
been doing some resistivity
surveys on The Parke
property
west of Austin.
He popped into Kretschmarr
Cave for a look. They found lots of fractures
and
voids.
No final
plan has yet been devised
for the
protection
of Kret s chma r r , Tooth Cave, and other
small.
but important
biological
caves on the land.
A founding member of TSA vis ited one of our recent
meetings.
David Leonard WBS an Austin caver in 195051 when things got started.
He knew Bob Hudson and
several
other legendary people. Turns out that David
works at the same engineering
firm as Mike WartoIl,
and Mike introduced
him -t c the grotto.
Astrid Jeffries
was elected
to fill the Vice-Chair
position
vacated by John Gilliland.
We hope to see
some more cave diving
photos
as a result,
since
Astrid
is a certified
cave diver.
Tom Byrd celebrated
his ninth year at the same old
house in East Austin
with a c ave r party recently.
Tom Le soon going off to Texas AMI to study geology.
He recently
completed
an elaborate
sedimentology
study of Seminole Sinkhole
(Seminole Canyon Cave)· almost
looks like
a thesis
or dissertation.
Tbis
will
be included in a multi~disciplinary
report
on
the cave to the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.
Andy Grubbs went caving
Dear COD Can, Uvalde
County. while working there
this summer. He saw the
bat flight
at Frio Bat Cave. He joined Jay Jorden,
John Brooks, Brian Bur t o n , Allen Cobb and Sheila
Knight
recently
to map Palace
Cave. They also
visited
Blowing Cave and Frio King Cave.
John Spence made. a quick trip into Steam Cave in
August.
Peter
Sprouse
and visitor
Pablo
Tapie

___________________________
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checked
out
the Barton
Springs
by-pass
tunnel
recently.
They saw nice-size
catfish
there, but no
spring salamanders.
Mike Warton reported that Illusive
Pit in northern
Mexico has been closed since last
November. George
Love has obtained
the owner's name in Nuevo Laredo,
so it may be possible
to get access
to the pit
again.
Bill Russell
went to Circle C Ranch near Austin in
August. In Grassy Cove Cave he went 60 or 70 ft to a
12 ft pit. Mike Warton went to Blowing Cave in South
Austin. He and others moved a 250 Lb boulder and did
a dig in the 130 ft long cave.
Jim Bowden showed slides
of his
July trip
to
Belize and Guatemala.
He saw Logan xcNat t , visited
Tikal and went caving to check out cave diving
possibilities.
He and Astrid
Jeffries
will go eave
diving in Belize starting
September 1. Logan e tsee e
American things
and sent back a want list with Jim.
A recent
letter
from Logan recounts
a trip
to
Chiquibul
Cave to film blind
crabs
with a movie
crew. One thing he needs is more news from f r tend a,
Write him at Dept. of Archaeology,
Belmopan, Belize.
This column will be in the mail to Logan before 1I0st
of you read it.
In May, 1985, a new entrance was cored and blasted
into Honey Creek Cave, Comal County.
This was a
cooperative
project
with the owner, Mr. Johnny Cass.
Many cavers
from across the state
participated
in
the work, which inc luded "mucking out" the resulting
talus cone that
blocked access
into
the cave. The
new access
is 4 or 5 km into the cave, cutting
6
hours off the trip to that point.
Mark Minton reported a 7 inch rain in May in Comal
County while a bunch was in Honey Creek Cave. They
went 10 or 15 minutes
from the new entrance.
The
water rose 2 inches. A 3.7 km survey had only a 32 m
closure
error
(less than I'%.)via a surface traverse
from main entrance
to new entrance.
They saw a high
water mark up in a dome since the last visit.
They
found a. piece
of cellophane,
indicating
recent
severe flooding.
In June there was an 11 inch rain
in the area.
again flooding the cave.
In mid-August
there was a big trip
into Honey
Creek Cave. Two survey teams went upstream,
west of
the water divide and one went downstream. They added
350 m of survey downstream to a sump, but found a
big( in feeder
that may be Cibolo Creek, which is 15
km away! There is more flow there than at the main
entrance.
On Sunday a free dive went 200 m. This
brought the cave to 14.4 km total,
and the weekend
effort
contributed
over 1 km. Peter
Sprouse showed
some fine photos of HCCat a recent meeting.
On s a tu r de y , August 24, about
2 dozen cavers
entered Honey Creek Cave thru the new entrance. Two
teams headed to the western end, where a sump was to
be explored by divers Astrid Jeffries
and Jim Bowden
and the main upstream passage was to be pushed and
surveyed. "Sherpas" carried a large amount of diving
gear thru the water passages
for about 4 hours to
reach the spot, only to find that it was no longer a
sump. The recent
dry weather had lowered the water 6
or 8 inches.
Wayne Bockelman and Dave Doolin pushed
into about 20 feet of really
low air space,with
water about 2 or 3 feet deep. Then they could sit up
in a low room. They slithered
thru 2 more near sumps
but
saw
that
the
ceiling
kept
going
along
indefinitely,
dipping up and down only inches above
the water. In all,
they pushed in about 200 ft. This
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1s going downstream)
on the west side of the e a t n
water divide in the cave. Meanwhile, Hal Lloyd) Don
Ar bu r n , Joe Ivy and John Cradit surveyed
520 m of
good canal passage upstream. This was about 2m high,
2 m wide. with about
1.5 m of water.
The passage
atill
goes, maybe all
the way to Cibolo Creek. The
cave is now about 15 km long.
Mike Warton and some others did a thru trip
from
the corehole
to the main entrance in about 4 hours.
Kurt Menking, Linda Palit
and Scott Hardin collected
several
pounds
of blackened
bones from mud and
gravel
fill
in a side
passage at The Bifurcation.
These are being studied
by Dr. Ernest
Lundelius
at
the University
of Texas. Bill Elliott.
Joe Sumbera
and Jason Eng toured
the TA Passage upstream
from
the c or eho Le , then went to The Bifurcation
to join
the others.
Terry and Susie Raines went to the end
to photograph
the push effort.
Mark Minton)
Nancy
Weaver and Ernie Garza were involved
in the push.
Jim Mueller and two other Aggies toured the cave.
r took in an oxygen meter and a carbon dioxide
detector
and was surprised
to find that the air was
quite bad. Oxygen was at 17.8"1~
(normal is 20.9%) and
CO2 was at 3.5't (normal
is 0.035'%.). A few c ave r e
reported
getting
headaches,
but mostly we were not
able
to completely
catch
our breaths
even when
resting
and we panted
heavily
when struggling
through difficult
areas.
My carbide
lamp used lots
of water for only a small flame, and I had to change
carbide
every 2 hours instead of the normal 3 or 4.
In a few months we will check Hce again to see if
the air quality
has improved. The bad air probably
resulted
from two floods earlier
this summer, which
left
a residue
of fine debris and mud on the walls
and ceiling.
Presumably,
bacterial
respiration
used
some of the 02 and produced the excess
CO2, The gas
levels observed would not be permitted
for more than
15 minutes
in workplaces.
I was surprised
at how
well everyone functioned
under these conditions,
but
some of us didn't
have a lot of energy.
CO2 can be
hazardous
at high concentrations
or long exposures
not only for
being
an asphyxiant
but
for its
narcotic
effect
on the central
nervous
system.
In
September
I hope to make an air
study
in Gorman
Cave, San Saba co., which is notorious
for bad air.

In June, a trip to Honey Creek was cancelled
when
five
inches
of rain in the area
caused the rapid
eradication
of airspace
in the cave. The next trip
was made to Honey Creek in July,
utilizing
the newly
completed
back entrance.
Over one km of passage was
surveyed
bringing
Honey
Creek
to a length
of
approximately
9 mi (14.4
k m}! Trip personnel
included
Bexar Grotto members
Steve Crittell,
Joe
Ivy,
Hal Lloyd,
Kurt Menking,
with Austin
area
cavers.
Genesis
Cave was discovered
in June by Randy
Waters in a northside
San Antonio
subdivision.
The
cave was visited
several
times
during the Bummer,
and four survey trips took place.
Surveyors included
Steve Boehm. Allan Cobb, Bob Cowell,
Steve Gutting)
Scott Harden.
Kurt He n k t n g , George Vent and Randy
Waters. Genesis iE over 500 ft long and 260 ft deep,
making it one of the most impressive
in this area in
those respects.
In June, three kids found an unknown cave about
5 roi north
of San Antonio
and proceeded
to search
for treasure
8S in the
movie
"Ooon Lee". Hoveve r ,
they ",'ere unable to get back out of the cave. One of
the kids'
mother knew of their
'Whereabouts
and
contacted
the authorities.
Time went by and Jenni
Buch a heard
of the situation
on the radio
and
quickly
notified
Randy Waters
and Kurt Menking.
Finally,
the kids 'Were rescued
by Bob Cowe Ll . The
kids were interviewed
and said
that they intended
future
exploration
of more caves in search of the
illusive
treasure.
On the Fourth of July
'Weekend.
Grotto
members
Scott Harden and Clair Lindblom visited
Border Cave
and'made
exciting
biological
discoveries.
Palace
Cave was also visited
and surveyed
that same weekend
by c ave r s :,rorn DFl,t,l
Grotto,
SW Texas Grotto and Bexar
Grotto.
'
A cleanup
trip was made to Robber Baron Cave in
preparation
for the wedding of Jenni Bucha to Randy
Waters.
The wedding 'Was at the cave on August
15.
Congrats!

Bexar Grotto News
by Linda Pal it
Well, howdy Te j a s ! Here's what's been happening in
San Antonio:
Over the summer,
Bexar Grotto s av the completion
of the nev; en t r anc e to Honey Creek Cave. Many thanks
to the members of other
gr o t tos who contributed
time
and effort
to this
important
project.
Also very
significant
was the discovery
of a new Bexar County
Cave. Genesis
CaVE. now the deepest
cave in the
county at 260 ft!
On May 17-19, Bexar Grotto members Joe Ivy, Marvin
Ivy, Allan Montemayor
and Linda Pe Li t ven t with
Corpus Christi
cave r e to the Hinas Viejas area east
of Bustamante.
Nuevo Leon. Both -t he mines and Gruta
del Cuchillo
w e r e visited.
Thanks to the Corpus
cave r e for the fun trip!
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Jenni Bacha and Randy Waters
look to a future together.
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Earlier
in August'Randy Waters,
with the help of
Kurt Menking, led a group of 21 people from Mainland
College
in Texas City to Robber Baron. BLad r' Stone
also gu Ided a group into the cave in August.
On the evening of August 2, a trip was made to
view the always fascinating
bat flight
at Bracken
Bat Cave. Attending
the trip
were Jenni Buchs. Bob
Cowe L'l, 'and kids,
Joe Ivy.
Kurt Menking,
Randy
W~ters
and
friends
and
relatives
of
the'
aforementio~ed
cavera.
Allan Cob'b sought out several
glacial
caves during
his trip
to Alaska and western
Canada, but reported
that
looking
was cold enough,
without
actually
entering.
Toxic caving was the rule
in the Lost River Cave
in Kentucky, a new twist with which Linda Palit
was
not especially
thrilled.
However, all Kentucky caves
were not toxic; she also visited
Sinking Creek Cave
where the main hazard was a second entrance
noted
for the owner and his shotgun,
who watched for the
unwary c ave r,"
Other work in Bexar County included
a survey
of
Wood's End Cave in a Blanco Road Bubdivision.
The
cave
was
uncovered
one
day,
surveyed
and
photographed
that night,
and covered again the next

day.

Bear Cave in Northwest
Bexar County was washed
open by heavy July rains.
The cave had been closed
last spring because of the wedging- of a rather
large
explorer
in a narrow passage.
Bexar Gro.tto efforts
to prevent
the closing of the cave included approaching the Edwards Underground
Water District,
the
Texas Department
of Water Resources
and the City
Council.
In August,
Joe Ivy and Randy Waters discovered
a
pit about 30 ft deep Bod silting
out at the bottom
in the near v.icinity
of Bear Cave. Its
name i e
Hornet's
Last Laugh Pit.
Other work in the same area included Allan
Cobb
and' Joe Ivy surveying Cub Cave. and discovering
new
passage.
They also surveyed Assauin
Cave.

An

Extra

Note

from

George

Veni

The
highpoint of visiting San Antonio was to attend the
Wedding of my old f r i end Rarrly Waters to my newer fz i erd
Jenni Eucha.
For those of you whoknowRandy and find
this
hard to believe,' believe it.
I was honored enough to
witness
it and sign my nerre to that effect.
Yep, it's
real and legal,
folks.
Opinion?
I simply think that
Jenni is the best thing. to ever happen to him am she
didnlt do too badly either.
George sends his address:
Materials Research Laboratory
Pennsylvania State University
University 'Park, PA' 16802
(HO!le)
814-466-3148
(MRLOffice) 814-865-1107
(Geo Office)
814-865-3321
If you ~ll
it's
best. you try to .get Ire at hOO'lE!.The
office
phones are located in the bal lway ard serve a bunch
of grad student offices
like
mine.
If you do call
rerrember this area is one hour later than Texas and
Bowling Green and try not to call rre at bore later than 11
p.m. (E.'S.T.)
rca got roomies to be considerate of.
But by all rreans please do call and write when you get the
ej.chance.
Until then,
~~
Hugsand kisses,

Georgeveni

___________________________
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TIlE BEXAR FAcrS
An
information
sheet is published by the Bexar Grotto.
~yone
planning a caving trip or function, which may be of
mterest
to Bexar Grotto rrenbers, is strongly encouraged
to su1:mit their announcetent to The Bexar Facts, c/o Lima
Palit,
4019
Ramsgate, san
Antonio, Texas
78230,
512-699-1388.
The Bexar Grotto rreets at 7: 30 p.m, on the second Moooay
of every rrontn , at a nenber's residence announced in'I'he
Bexar. Facts"
and
on every fourth Moooayof the month in
the cemnunity Roan of the $ASA bQilding, located at the
northwest corner
of Loop410 and San Pedro,
Anyone with
an interest
in caves ard caving is welcane to at-tend, If
you have ANYTHING
you would like to add, contact Linda.
This publication
is for cevers about caves, cavers, end
caving!
Please
help nake the Bexar Grotto work for
everyone.

UPCOMING
19-20 Oc:::t.: Tentatively, the annual grotto trip to Gruta
del Palmito in Mexico. This trip will be special ee this
is the time of year the Monarchbutterflies
make their:
annual
migration
through the area!
Details to be
announced.
26-27
Oct.:
Last HoneycreekTrip before hunting season.
Be there!
Get in on the action and the excitement of this

still
expanding Texas cave.
Kurt Menking, 824-7230.

For more information, call

2 Nov.:
The 2nd Annual Great Robber Baron cave Hide-out!
Last yeart s tremendously successful hide-arxl-go-seek game
is now an annual tradition.
The winner gets treated to
their
favorite
eatery after the qame , Call gardy Waters
(377-3948) for game rules end info.
28 Nov.
1 Dec.: Explore the big, deep, aro beautiful
cave located
high on a nourrte in in ~xico - Gruta del
Precipicio!
Side trip to same Indian pictograph caves is
likely.
Make a point to make this trip as it will be an
easy trip
to an otherwise dHficult
cave. Call Joe Ivy
for info. at 826-0406.

NOTICE I
To All Grattos

•

Please send us
your Grotto Reports
and let us know
what you're up to!
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Wind,
By:

George veni

Personnel:
Destination:

George veni erd Lima Pal i t
san Antonio

Our destination
was san Antonio but Lirrla was going to
detour and fly out of Dallas to Lubbock before going
hare.
The temp in Dallas was in the 100's and the cats
were roasting
in the back ef the truck.
In the distance
was the ai rport
am I could see a large storm in that
general area.
I was hoping it would rain on us to cool
off the cats
(cats are very prone to heat exhaustion -one of them rear I y died fran ita
couple years ago).
Well, w:! got cooled off beyondour wildest expectations.
The storm was trerrendousl y strong.
High winds had broken
the wooden barriers
at the airport entrance toll gates;
water beqan pouring
in fran the seals around by closed
windows due to the force with which the rain struck my
truck;
and SOlTe windows in the airport buildings were
blown in.
I dropped Linda off at the terminal
and tried
to leave the airport,
but got stuck on a bridge with cars
stopped ahead erd beb ind rre , The whole truck was rocking
and bouncing,
threatening
to flip over at any minute (I
later
learned
the winds were averaging 50 mph and gusting
to 80 mph). I was trying to decide whether to stay in the
truck and get blown away or get out of the truck and get
blown away.
Suddenly,
I heard a crack and looked in my
rear view mirror to see my camper shell get ripped off the
truck and most everything I had in the back get blown away
including
my cats!
I didn't care about my truck or
belongings,
but my CATSgot blown away!!!
I was soon out
there fighting
the winds and hail looking for them. I
found one of them, M.e., irrrnediately but it took close to
half an hour of searching to f ird poor Phoebe. She was
ter r it ied , soaked to the skin and fortunately
oe i ther of
the cars were hurt.
Incredibly
enough,
I managed to
recover all
my stuff,
then flipped
the ma.ngled camper
shall
bact onto the truck, tied it on with sore caving
rope I forgot
to unpack in Pennsylvania, and eventually
limped south to San Antonio. Postscript:
I soon learned
that about a half mile away Ercn rre , on the other side of
the terminal
building,
the winds had crashed
a Delta
jetliner
killing
134 people.
Myguess is that my shell
went flying
at nearly
the
same time the plane crashed
because within
two minutes of my mishap, a whole bunch of
errerqency
vehicles
IM2nt screaming on by ne - 2 minutes,
the appropriate response time for an accident.
Several of my plans
for San Antonio were delayed,
canceled or al tered because of cleaning out all the stuff
in the back of the truck (very wet am covered in kitty
l i tter)
and because the truck was in the shop for several
days for repairs
(fortunately
insurance covered it all and
I got a new sheJ 1 tha t' s nicer than my old one).
In spi te
of the set-backs,
I rranaged to distribute
a few copies of
my thesis
to th~ ci ty,
the water district
and the US
geological
Survey
(a token gesture
on my part, I don't
think any real
action will be taken on my findings since
my recomrenda t ions are . contrary
to what the controlling
corporate
interests
want regardless that their wants
may be very detrirrental
to the ccmnunity in the long
run).
Also went caving one day into a really nifty new
cave in my study area and went; canoeing as well (which was
one of those
utterly
disastrous days where nothing goes
right and doesn't
feel
right even if it is -- I should
have stayed in bed).
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Yate's Evil Chimney

Cave or Bust
by:

Dave Doolin

Destination:

Yates'

Evil

Chimney,

San Saba County

Per sonne I: UT Grotto
~·Richard
Craig Dial, Sarah Gayle, Kevin

Rohwer, Dave Dool in,
Green, Gina Richards.

Date:

1984

October

28, November 11,

On October
28, 1984,
Richard
Rohwer and Dave
Doolin located a pr omas a.ng,
previously
undescribed
cave entrance
on the Yates
Ranch in San Saba
County.
On November 11, Craig
Dial,
Dave Doolin,
Sarah
Gayle,
Kevin Green and Gina Richards
visited
the
cave. According
to Robert
Yates,
a local
rancher,
the cave had been entered
previously
by aome local
boys on a rope ladder.
He did not seem to remember
what they found.
The entrance
to Yates' Evil Chimney lies
50 yards
south of the county road. A small trash dump visible
from the road had filled
up several
little
crevices
and was spilling
out,
rejected
and dejected,
onto
the denuded karst exposed
at the head of 3: shallow
draw.
On the s o u t h w e s t; side
of this
dump an
intricate,
rusting tangle
of one-inch wire rope lay
on a large
limestone
slab,
resembling
a giant plate
of old spaghetti,
the rust
8 tarnish
of molding
tomato paste housing a misshapen
meatball.
Ten yards
south of this abominable
pile
of pasta a s ha L'l ov
sink,
10 by 10 f t , beckons
from a clump of anemic
looking bushes. At its bottom a 3 by 3 ft hole opens
into the void: Yates' Evil Chimney.
With a dull pop, my Premiere
hissed
into
life.
Cave Ho! I lowered
mysel f into
the hole,
easing
carefully
by a loose rock hanging
in the crevice,
which opened just below the entrance
to about 15 ft
in front
of me. I felt
a cool draft
on my face as I
cruised
down the easy climb. I looked up into expectant faces
following
my progress.
"Itls
real easy,
come on down. II Kevin,
then
Craig
followed.
We
checked
out the small
room and some short
side
crevices
but no go. The air
had to come from
somewhere, though. As Kevin and I shined our lights
under a four· inch ledge, we were rewarded by a sharp
blast
of cool air.
The day was young and we stayed to dig this fourinch high passage to traverseable
dimensions.
The
dig was easy and within
an hour and a half
we
progressed
6 ft and I squeezed
through into "booty".
We promptly commenced the survey. I took the lead
tape and notes,
Kevin the instruments.
I set the
first
station
at a T intersection
(passage
going
upstream and downstream). Kevin pronounced my suunt.
unreadable.
I snatched
it away end held it to m
eye. "Here,
look Kevin, do it like t h t s ;" I shined
my lamp brightly
on the diaL
"This sucks!",
I said,
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squinting

into a yellowish

haze of condensation

and

cave mud. End of survey.

With booty on our minds I ....ent downstream;
Kevin
and Craig upstream.
Within
30 ft the rapidly
downcutting
passage
f o-Lded, To the left I followed
a
crawlway
up over a d Lr t; bank that led back towards
the entrance.
To the right
it looked very grim.
Digging through gravel and broken glass as I went, I
slow ly squeezed down the shoulder-wide,
foot-high
tube. After a right
angle dogleg to the right
and
then
left,
I reached
a sit-up
room. Passage
continued
at the same dimensions,
only a crevice.
Another 10 ft proved the extent of that particular
passage.
It ended in a very definite,
solid
silt
plug. No air movement. Finis.
With
some
difficulty,
I turned
around
and
extricated
myself to tour the rest of the cave. This
proved
to be of much more comfortable
dimensions
with various cr av Lways connecting
to small domes and
one passage that evidently
connects to the bottom of
the dump. This is where
the air and much broken
glass came from. As we left
the cave everyone agreed
that the trip was a minor success.

Precipicio
By:

wayne Bockelman

Destination:
Personnel:
Date:

~
•

Oruta

del Precipicio,

Neuva

Leon,

Mexico

Roger Durst, wayne Bockelman

January 3-6, 1985

Our original
concern about crosdinq five adults into
one canpact car all
the way
to ~xico
proved to be
unfounded.
OJr new concern a day before the trip, becarre
whether the cave could be done by the only two of us
still
planning on going.
Roger am I were not very
experienced,
having done only one vertical cave between
the
two
of us, though we had practiced
technique
together.
Oh, well.
Waking up in the valley
below Gruta del Precipicio
outside
of Bustamante v.e found the ground white with
frost
and steam billowing
out of the warm pools we had
slept
beside.
The day warrred
beautifully under blue
skies
making the climb to the cave almost enjoyable.
Twice we had to haul our packs up ledges we could not
negotiate
while ~aring
t~once
unavoidably, again
because we had traversed
what turned into a dean em
ledge.
The shaded arroyo which led downthe backside of
the mountain to the cave entrance still had snow in it.
Tired
fran the climb, we tried to sleep for a while
inside
the mouthof the cave.
Unsuccessful, we arose aOO
headed into the cave. A corridor-like
passage lead away
fran
the cl iff back into the mountain.
The first
obstacle
we encountered appeared to Ire at first to be a
fissure
which, down below, broadened out; a little
too
much .for chimneying. After further examination, though,
we decided that it must really be the forty «eter drop.
We rigged a rope.
Rappelling downthe rope through the broadening fissure
and then downa twenty-five rre ter free fall, I could see
that
the rope's end almost reached tbe floor.
It was on
a large,
flat boulde-r that angled sharply to the qrourd ,
Reaching it, I untied the knot in the erd of the rope am
slipped
off.
Sliding down the bolder I saw the rope
spring
back up into the air am wordered just how far it
would core back down with my weight no longer stretching
it.
____________________________
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There was another shorter free drop before reaching the
back of the cave which opens up into a large roan. we
were ama.zed to see stalagmites as high as thirty feet, no
more than a foot or so in di ameter , There was plenty to
explore.
But tiredness
was turning into sleepiness am the rrost
difficul t part
of the cave, getting out, was still ahead
of us.
we rested in as dry a spot as 'We could tim, not
very,
and Roger was able to fall asleep for about an
hour.
He dreamed.
Upon awakening the explained, "you
knO'Whow good it feels to wake up fran a niqhtmare am
feel a nice,
warm bed aOO know you re safe? well, I
dreamed
I was down in the bottan of this deep cave, and I
had to 9E't back out. As I started to wake up I realized
I was dreaming, so I fel t for my bed ••• n
SOOn ~ had a real live problem. A1x>uttwo thirds the
way up the long drop is a notch which goes about three
feet back into the rock. While climbing down the wall a
person does not go through this notch because it's
imposs ibl.e,
While free ra~lling
be low, hosever , the
rope
does
slide
into this notch--shortest
distance
l:etween two points
am all. This was only discovered
later
at the top of the free rope ascent when it could be
seen where the rope went aOO the body couldn It.
It was a real problem. I tried this an:j that, hung for
a while,
tried
scmething else,
am hung for a while
Ionqer ,
Finally,
I let myself downa ways where it was
possible to reach a ledge, freeclimb am chirmey up over
to the left,
well awayfron the notch.
I wished I had
been able to think of another way to keep sere slack in
the rope for climbing, other than tr.t" holding it in my
teeth.
It was not graceful.
we reached the mouth of the cave just as the cliffs
across the valley were becaning visible
in the dawn
light.
After sleeping, quite well finally, ~ headed
down the cliff,
by rappel.
Two
bolts with permanent
cables have recent.Iy been rigged for the two forty reeter
pull-down rappels.
In fact, we found out later, Roger
was the first person ever to use the second rigging. He
was glad he hadn't known that at the tine.
In all we did
five
rappels
to get off the rrounte i n, though it might
have been possible to clirrb around a couple of them.
Getting back to camp after dark we were very tired.
It's
amazing how badly a body can hurt, a.nj just howqood
it can feel the rext rrorning after foed, sleep, and a
cleansing soak in a steaming pool.
I

Palace Cave
by:

Allan

Destination:

Cobb
Palace

Personnel:
Jay Jorden,
Allan Cobb,

DFW

Date:

4-5,

July

Cave, Kinney County

Grotto -~ John Brooks,
Brian Burton,
Sheila
Kn i gb t , SWT/Bexar
Grottoa
-Andy Grubbs.
1985

Palace Cave is one of the prettier
Texas cave e in
my opinion.
The cave consists
of about 1200 ft of
walking passage)
and if you don'f want to crawl it's
no problem.
The cave is well-decorated
and most of
the time
is
spent
crawling.
Many of the white
formations
"flash"
very well.
They vou I d glow
incredibly
bright
and long.
In places
the cave
contained many, many soda straws.
The cave ends with a flowing creek. At the time we
were there)
the water was up and left
very little
airspace.
Near the sump is a very nice lake that is
surrounded by formations.
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Frio King Cave
by:

R.M. Waters

Destination:

Frio King

Cave, Uvalde County

Personnel:
Bexar Grotto-Duane Canney, Allan Cobb,
Bob and Jeneene
Cowell,
Andy Grubbs, Hal Lloyd,
Kurt
Menking,
Fred Schoenfeld,
Blair
Stone,
Randy and
Jenni Buche Waters.
Date:

December

198/... - June

1985

In December of 1984, while hiking
around
in the
hills
in Uvalde
County,
I came across
a small,
blowing breakdown sink.
Air WBS blowing out of a 1"
high by 3 it wide opening.
I fetched
Jenn!
and we
dug open a 1 it high and 3 it wide opening which led
to a downward crawl too tight to pass, hut diggable.
On January 5,1985,
Bob, Jenni and I returned
and
dug down the floor enough to enable us to pass 10 ft
down the crawl. We blasted out the floor in the
crawlS
times to allow
us 7 ft more down the crawl
to within 3 ft of where it dropped off. Rocks thrown
ahead feIllG-15
f t , then rolled
a long way before
stopping.
Also,
when we yelled
we could
hear an
echo. Excitement
was growing,
but we were out of
explosives
and the remaining
crawl was way too low
to pass.
On the following
weekend Bob, Blair,
Jenni
and I
returned
once again.
This time our hike to the cave
was slowed down by 12" of snow. Three more blasts
got us to the edge c lose enough to look down 12 ft

and back
under
to a large
room.
By this
time
snowmelt
was flowing down the crawl saturating
us
and quf ck Ly freezing
upon returning
to the surface.
We left
cold and fantasizing
about the blackness
of
the room.
I returned
to scoop booty. We blasted
3 more times
at bad spots.
Then, while
Kurt
took his
turn
at
clearing
rubble,
he squeezed in followed quickly
by
myself.
Soon everyone
else
was down.
Everyone
explored
in different
directions.
The Cave sloped
down 40 ft and extended
100 ft to the right,
to
where the ceiling
quickly dipped down to a flat
dirt
floor.
Scooping
from the entrance
down and to the
left,
a floor
of massive breakdown was encountered.
It. continued
up and down for nearly
150 ft to yet
another
flat
floor
to a wall.
In the breakdown
before the last wall Fred found a tight way down to
a small room 15 X 25 X 6 ft high with a good digging
lead. Back in the main chamber everyone poked around
awhile before
slowly exiting.
Several areas in this
room displayed
very nice formations
and unusual root
clusters
hanging from the ceiling
up to 15 it long.
Afterwards,
everyone enjoyed a fint BBQ. Upon waking
in t-he morning,
the temperature
dropped from the
60's to the 30's with 40 mph winds
from the north.
We quickly
left and headed home to warmth.
In June 1985, Andy, Allan,
Jenni
and I went back
and explored
all the nooks and crannies
and found
little
more. Allan and Andy took scores
of photos
and some bugs were collected.
In conclusion,
this
was a very nice
find
for
Texas. The single decorated
chamber is approximately
250 long X 80-100 f t wide with
a c e i Ldng ranging
from 10-40 ft high. A fine feather
in anybody's cap •

"The King' 5 Chamber", Frio King cave, Frio Co.
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